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Summer had at last arrived and the delicious planning of that season's cruise was soon to 
be converted into real blood and guts sailing, where dreams of broad-reaching over 
warm, kindly, moonlit seas are swept away by the first cold salty slop in the face as the 
boat beats its way around a headland. 

Such transformations are to be expected; but other dangers lurk.  Planned time-tables 
are twisted out of recognition by unexpected pressures of work and family emergencies.  
In my own case a carefully planned two week cruise amongst the Outer Hebrides in the 
month of July was savagely pulverised out of recognition into a one week cruise in 
Cornwall in the month of September! 

It is fortunate that a cruising man, being normally so tethered to unalterable cosmic 
forces like wind and tide is, at such times, accustomed to philosophically shrugging his 
shoulders, perhaps allowing himself a protesting sigh. 

Falmouth seemed a good starting point for our cruise as from there we could sail with the 
wind either eastward towards Dartmouth or, as we really hoped, westward to Helford, the 
Lizard and Lands End.  What emotion provoking  names!  If the weather were to be 
really bad we could do far worse than cruise the waters of the Carrick Roads and 
surrounding creeks.  Bob & I discussed all these possibilities as we towed Jabber Zax 
(W 793) from South Wales towards the south west on Sunday, 4th September. 

At 21.00 hours that same day we launched off Falmouth dinghy park with St. Mawes 
harbour 2 1/2 miles away in mind.  It was a warm but dark night with a waning quarter 
moon, more often than not, obscured by thick moving cloud.  We were wafted away by a 
following force 3 wind and weaved between the moored boats mainly by torch-light.  
"Away at last Bob"  I purred, trying to give a sense of contentment but knowing that in 
fact my mind was in a bit of a turmoil from all the day's preparations.  Before we had 
time to settle into our new environment and less than half a mile from the slip we noticed 
the lights of a vessel coming quickly up on us astern.  Flashing the torches onto the sails 
and at the approaching boat had the desired effect and we were immediately picked out 
in a brilliant circle of light from the spot lamps of the now identified pilot boat.  We 
cleared her path by steering to port and soon felt the powerful wash after she passed us.  
When clear of the Queen's Jetty we steered 120 Mag towards the flashing Castle Buoy 
which marked the entrance into the Porthcuel River with the wind picking up and the 
impression of speed through the water considerable.  I felt we should reduce sail in the 
darkness but, to my shame, I kept Jabber going full pelt with my desire to catch a pint of 
beer at St. Mawes before closing time.  A dark menacing shape loomed up towards us 
over. the starboard bow and gave us quite a start. 

  "A boat?" No, a buoy". "What buoy?"  
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The excellent Imray chart of Falmouth Harbour told us that we had narrowly missed 
colliding with the unlit Governor buoy. Our perusal of the chart by torchlight before 
launching had obviously been far too cursory.   

"Right- that does it.  Bugger the beer, let's get some sail off."  

The newly fitted 'jiffy' reefing system with traditional reefing ties worked a treat and we 
were soon again making for the Castle Buoy at a pace which all respectable open boat 
cruising persons would consider seamanlike. Occasionally the moon would graciously 
reveal herself for a few seconds and illuminate the stretch of seas between her and us 
only to suddenly then disappear behind the cloud and plunge us back again into 
darkness.  It was then that we christened our compass light "our comfort light" and 
reckoned our hours work the previous night in constructing it well spent. After rounding 
the Castle Buoy there was no difficulty in recognising the harbour light at St. Mawes.  
With the salutary lesson of the Governor buoy affair still horribly fresh in mind we noted 
the position of the unlit St. Mawes buoy as being on the transit between Castle buoy and 
the St. Mawes harbour light.  I illuminated my face with the torch and gave Bob an 
exaggerated knowing wink as I bore off a few degrees so as to avoid a collision with the 
St. Mawes buoy.  No sooner had I turned the torch from my face than we were taken 
aback by a light suddenly appearing directly ahead and then a large sail illuminated by 
torchlight not 50 yds away: a sloop sailing across our course must have seen our torch 
flashing and decided to put on her mast headlight and illuminate her sails.  We bore 
away to starboard then sailed straight for the St. Mawes light and at 22.20 hours Jabber 
Zax was tied alongside the harbour steps having successfully completed, but not without 
incident, the first leg of the cruise. 

We were standing in the middle of the bar in The Victory which was packed with people, 
stuffy and noisy; sweat trickled down our brows and from our armpits and our minds 
buzzed from our efforts of transporting our boat and our bodies from South Wales to St. 
Mawes in the span of 8 hours.  We could not for long suffer the hubbub of that place and 
we fled into the cooler air of the outside and then to the quiet and the beer of The Rising 
Sun. 

Later we drifted back to Jabber Zax and moored alongside a small pleasure boat wishing 
we had erected the tent before going ashore.  As I lay awake that night I thought over the 
errors made during our first short sail.  Launching had been hurried; the chart not 
studied sufficiently well for a night passage; over-canvassed; no lifelines at night, tent 
not erected and bedding not prepared before going ashore: a plot of mistakes despite 
previously vowing that this cruise, unlike those of previous seasons, was going to be 
exemplary, un-rushed, workmanlike, even seaman like.'  The trouble about running away 
to sea is that you take your old inefficient, land-lubber self along with you! 
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The following morning at 05.30 hrs, Monday 5th, I was awakened by the sound of 
missiles hitting against the tent and as I struggled out of my warm sleeping bag from 
under the confines of the centre thwart I instinctively knew that I was paying the price of 
yet another mistake, that of blindly mooring to another boat for the night.  The 'pleasure' 
boat was, in fact, a small lobster fishing craft and there were the good natured crew 
throwing small clumps of wet sand onto the tent to wake us up.  It was raining gently in 
the early morning light and I apologised to the crew as I untied Jabber from their boat. I 
do not think I cut much of a nautical figure to their eyes as I stood precariously on the 
foredeck, clad only in underpants and Wellingtons, awkwardly paddling the boat towards 
the shore using one of the 8 foot oars. I wished with all my shamed heart that I had cut 
that sculling notch in the transom and had practiced sculling as I had intended.  Next 
season perhaps. Throughout this embarrassing sequence Bob slept soundly although he 
later admitted that perhaps he had not been quite fast asleep! The morning was spent 
exploring on foot the north bank of the Porthcuel River, picking up shells, turning over 
stones, popping seaweed, skipping flat stones across the water and all the other things 
that little boys are wont to do when away from the restraint of their parents. 

With Restronguet Creek as our destination we set sail at 13.00 hours in glorious 
sunshine on a light wind, just the weather to allow Bob to get his helming hand back 
again since his one and only sailing experience a year before.  We rounded Castle Point 
and steered northwards up the Carrick Roads against an ebbing tide.  Mylor Pool bristled 
with boats and just north of this point the wind became very light and fickle and more 
than enough for Bob's temper as the jib backed and the mainsail slopped.  The sun had 
our shirts off and I could not have cared a sot if we would have had to anchor at that 
charming spot all day; after all, we did have bread and wine aboard.  Never the less, we 
eventually entered Restronguet Creek and Bob got a lot of practice at tacking in and out 
of the traditional wooden boats that are moored there.  After innumerable tacks against 
the tide we eventually beached at the famous Pandora's Inn at 14.00 hrs. Arrival from the 
sea by small boat had its usual magical effect on us and on observers and we were soon 
in conversation with other small boat sailors around the tables outside the inn. 

15.00 hrs and it was time to leave for the Helford River, and, with full sail to catch the 
little wind, we drifted back down the creek.  In the Carrick Roads the sunshine was 
giving way to an overcast sky, the wind picked up and our bare backs were progressively 
covered with sweaters and then waterproofs. Jabber Zax, awakened from her slumber, 
pricked up her ears in response to the new mood of the sea and her crew; her movement 
through the water became businesslike as she sensed the open sea ahead.  She was a 
willing steed but the riders were a little hesitant.  What is that emotion that wells up from 
the deep into the conscious mind as the boat heads out between the protecting headlands 
into the open sea beyond?  I believe it to be the resultant of several factors acquired by 
man during the course of his evolution from the sea to the land.  Fear of the potential 
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hazards is the most superficial emotion and by itself would send all sailors back to the 
cosy inn they had just vacated, yet vying with this fear is an unintelligible attraction for 
the deep sea which must relate to mans earliest watery evolutionary period.  Permeating 
through this conflict is the mystical beauty of the sea and sky which, like that of 
mountains, seems to offer at least a glimpse of some fundamental truth.  But to get back 
to what I have already called 'real blood and guts cruising' we rounded Pendennis Point 
topped with its castle and tacked across Falmouth Bay into a westerly force 2 wind. 

A Cornish Crabber sailed close and we hove-to to view this attractive and traditional 
craft.  For Bob it was love at first sight, and he decided that she was the boat for him.  
This was the first of many romances he developed during the cruise with several different 
types of boats.  He was to learn, as we all have learned, that each boat has its merits and 
its limitations.  For a man, how like choosing a wife is choosing a boat.  There are the 
early promiscuous flirtations, followed by fantasising about the unattainable and then, 
finally, settling down with a craft with which he can live. 

For an hour our peaceful cruise was disturbed by the appearance of a warship and 
helicopters buzzing about like wounded bluebottles; they played, at war for a while and 
then, thankfully, moved off to disturb someone else. 

Between Rosemullion Head and August Rock we overtook a sloop which was being 
sailed single-handedly by a gentleman who looked the picture of quiet contentment, with 
his hand firmly on the tiller and pipe in his mouth.  Our "Good Afternoon" was returned 
by a mere slight nod of the head and we wondered if perhaps we had upset his feelings 
by passing him to leeward.  "Must be a Welsh hill farmer", said Bob; we laughed and 
headed into the mouth of the Helford River.  The view ahead was obscured by torrential 
rain and with the light wind channeling down the river we tacked towards Helford 
Passage and arrived there at 18.30 hours.  Jabber Zax was pulled high up on the beach, 
the tent erected in the rain and in no time we were enjoying our first 'home' cooked meal 
of the cruise.  The novelty of being organised and efficient led us to plans for the morrow.  
"Rounding the Lizard" smacked of dramatic adventure and looking at the charts and 
noting the scarcity of havens in the event of troubled we realised that the trip could well 
turn out to be dramatic.  However, the weather forecast that night gave little hope for us 
rounding the Lizard the next day and consequently we both slept with peace of mind that 
night! :  sleep with mental peace, perhaps, but not without physical disruption since the 
halyards slapped against the metal mast, which temporarily replaced my precious 
wooden mast which had recently split - and demanded me from my cocoon at the coldest 
hour of the morning to quiet the mad things.  Sleep was soon to be broken again by one of 
the wooden battens of the tent snapping causing the fabric to flap and snap about in the 
rising wind.  Here my medical training came of use (at last) and I quickly set the fracture 
with a few turns of elastoplast producing an angular effect which would have litigiously 
ruined my career had I practiced such orthopaedics in the States.  From his sleeping 
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bag, Bob sleepily enquired as to whether I needed his help; I fumed when I realised that 
I did not need any help and could not really justify getting him, also, out of his warm 
bag. 

The morning of the 6th came with rain and a weather forecast giving south westerly wind 
force 5 or 6; we both sighed and snuggled contentedly back into our sleeping bags for a 
few more hours of sleep.  By 10.00 hours the rain had stopped and on popping our heads 
outside the tent the first thing we saw was a sloop stuck firm and fast on her bilge keel 
upon the rocky bank, and sitting in the cockpit smoking his pipe and looking apparently 
unconcerned was the 'Welsh hill farmer'! Despite the on-shore force 5 wind no anchor 
was laid out and he declined my help to do this;  instead, he was waiting for the tide to 
lift him off the rocks -which would obviously only take his boat higher up the steeper 
rocky bank. 

Bob and I retired but could not for long sit and wait for the inevitable result. We 
recruited the help of the local ferryboat man who eventually towed the grounded sloop off 
the rocks into the deeper water.  She sailed off down the river but not before bumping 
into two of the Drascombe Luggers moored close by with the skipper, still throughout this 
bizarre episode, smoking his pipe and appearing quite unperturbed. 

We decided on a walk to Durgan and were delighted at the views of the river which are 
offered by the small path leading to that village. The small beach was deserted apart 
from ourselves and a New Zealand family and we talked with them, in the leisurely, 
timeless way that is the prerogative of the storm-bound sailors. 

Back at Helford Passage, while lunching at the inn, the weather was moderating and we 
wondered if we might venture to sail round to Coverack about 9 miles west. A tall man, 
who I remember mostly for his commanding voice and large thigh length boots strongly 
recommended that we put all such thoughts from our minds since he had just returned 
"from out there" and that the waves were running 16 feet high off the Manacles.  I felt 
this to be a gross exaggeration, if not a downright lie: the westerly wind of force 5 
strength was coming off the land and would not build up 16 foot waves near the Manacles 
- surely?!!? We decided to at least go and have a look.  Jabber Zax was glided down the 
beach on the rollers and at 15.30 hours was launched off carrying the small jib and two 
reefs in the mainsail. "Beware of the Manacles" oracled Big Boots as we goose-winged 
along on the wind channeling down the river.  Outside the river the wind picked up as we 
went onto the reach and we both sat out as Jabber left behind a hissing wake.  The toll of 
the Manacle Buoy did nothing to dispel our awe of sailing round this much talked of area 
but the seas were kindly and never higher than 2 feet.  The distant headland would be 
Black Head and Coverack would be our side of it despite there being no sign of the 
harbour from the sea. With the sun breaking through the cloud we tacked into land until 
at 18.30 hours Jabber Zax rounded the small harbour wall and we found ourselves 
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delighted at the quiet charm of Coverack.  The small fishing and lobster boats were 
neatly arranged in rows and as we later looked down from the harbour wall at her, Jabber 
looked completely at home amongst them; quite different from when she is forced into 
company with 'yachty' yachts.  This part of Cornwall is quiet in September and that 
evening in The Paris, we had the luxury of supping ale at a table with enough room to lay 
out the charts.  As a sailing team we realised we were working much better and were very 
keen that this aspect should improve as the cruise continued.  "A different port of call 
each night so far".  We were very pleased. 

On the morning of the 7th westerly winds of not more than force 4 were forecast and with 
this knowledge, or should I say belief, to stiffen our spines, we set off at 10.00 hrs with 
the intention of rounding our personal 'Cape Horn'.  The sky was overcast but our spirits 
were bright as we sailed past Black Head and it was here that the decision had to be 
made between tacking close into the land or staying on the starboard tack and going well 
out to sea: the former giving better views of the coastline, while the latter giving more 
chance of good wind. We stayed on the starboard tack and watched the coastline slowly 
blur into the distance until we had crossed that intangible line to one side of which the 
sea feels to be part of the land while on the other side is the open sea.  Crossing over this 
unmarked line is easily recognised by a temporary lull in the conversation and 
boisterousness of the crew: early stages of sea sickness starts off in a similar way of 
course, but then proceeds on to more distinguishable signs! 

The hours slowly trickled away almost without event apart from changing watches and 
dozing off: no stimulation came from the flat overcast sky, or the hardly discernable 
coastline, the placid sea, nor Bob's flat jokes.  At 16.00 hrs we were out of sight of land 
but believed (I) we were about 4 miles to the south of Lizard Point.  We had made poor 
progress in the light head winds and as we went onto the port tack taking us northward 
we knew that we would not make landfall before dark.  Consequently, we earnestly 
listened to the 17.55 weather forecast which gave south westerly force 3 to 4 backing 
west over the next 24 hours, allowing us to consider the possibility of staying at sea 
overnight in the event of having difficulty in making a land fall in the darkness.  I knew 
that Mullion Cove had a small harbour, but neither the Ordnance Survey map nor the 
Stanfords chart indicated any such haven at Polurrian Cove, Poldhu Cove or Gunwalloe 
Fishing Cove.  In the westerly wind forecasted, these areas would become risky spots 
indeed if the wind piped up. The only harbour with lights are Newlyn and Penzance 
about 24 miles away and Porthleven, 16 miles away.  Mullion Cove lay only 5 miles away 
but the chart showed no light there.  "But it must have,surely?" We decided to make for 
Mullion Cove and failing to get in there we would make for Porthleven or Penzance.  
With no light at Mullion it was a race against the setting sun and as the light failed the 
wind, tantalisingly, dropped with it.  We resorted to the 0.S. map as we approached the 
cliffs to the west of Lizard Point but had great difficulty in identifying features on the 
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coastline.  The flats of Porthleven Sands to the north were clearly visible amongst the 
surrounding high ground as was the Lizard Point to the east, so, in fact, we did have a 
notion as to our approximate position on the moving sea-scape.  For some time the sun 
had deserted us and the eastern sky had darkened and still Mullion Island could not be 
picked out from the mainland mass behind.  Bob was the first to become suspicious of 
the dark land mass to starboard and it was a half hour later that Mullion Island revealed 
herself by the sound and white flashes of the surf on to her rocky shore rather than by 
exposing her curvaceous contours to our eyes. We were elated at finding the island but 
were then faced with the difficulty of finding the unlit harbour. As usual, the chart was 
correct in this respect.  High up on the cliff were the lights of the village but the 
coastline was completely blacked out and the thin sliver of moon offered little help.  As 
we rounded the island to the north the wind died completely and we were left like a 
legless donkey perusing an invisible carrot a little way ahead.  It was a few minutes 
before we had the brainwave to down the sails and take to the oars and with life-jackets 
donned, life-lines set up and flares at hand we gingerly rowed into the cove beyond the 
island.  The surrounding walls of the cove wrapped their arms about us and, together 
with the slow heaving of the black sea, contrived the ingredient of awe that night as we 
slowly approached the unseen harbour wall. Imperceptibly, the wall isolated itself from 
the blackness and with the help of a swell we rounded it and were once more safely home 
from the sea, as they say. It was 21.00 hrs and we felt marvellous, tired but marvellous.  
The harbour was dark and it was difficult to make out a lot of detail but the whole area 
had the air of a Walt Disney's smuggling harbour about it.  Jabber was lovingly tied to 
the harbour steps and we set off for the village. The walk along the rising, unlit road that 
night was a delight to the senses of smell and hearing: perfume of flowers and the 
chirping of grasshoppers was everywhere.  I don't think we spoke a word to each other 
during the mile walk into Mullion as we experienced the present and re-lived the past 12 
hours we had spent at sea.  Suddenly, we were numbed by the brilliant headlights of a 
car which stopped and brutally broke the magic spell, then whisked us off to the New Inn 
at Mullion Village.  The transition to the noisy atmosphere of the inn, despite its nautical 
air and genuine pieces of ship-wreck and other bric-a-brac was once more too much for 
us and consequently we could not settle down to conversation, which was a pity. 

Back at the harbour we had the problem of where to lay Jabber for the night, not knowing 
how far the water went out or what was the state of the bottom. The tide was still flooding 
but had not yet reached the steeply sloping stone ramp which enclosed the whole length 
of the inner harbour.  A fair swell was running into the harbour causing waves 2 foot high 
to crash onto the sandy area just below the bottom of the ramp.  Jabber was anchored fore 
and aft with the 10 lbs Fisherman driven deeply into the sand and the 5 1b. C.Q.R, 
gripping well 30yds or so out in the deep water.  During the night as the tide ebbed from 
under her, Jabber bucked and rolled and scraped her bottom on the small pebbles. 
Unbelievably, the Fisherman anchor seemed to be dragging and as I pulled time and 
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time again on the stern anchor warp to try to get us out of the grip of the receding surf my 
heart sank with each noisy thud on the Hog and with each convulsive twist of the boat.  I 
winced and pulled harder and all the while Bob slept like a baby, bless his little cotton 
socks.  "He'll bloody well serve me the biggest ever breakfast in bed tomorrow, and he'll 
wash up afterwards!" 

Eventually, after I don't know how long, Jabber Zax settled down and we three became 
one with the peace of that small part of the Cornish coast. 

The morning of the 8th was the scene of a farce in which Bob and I played our roles with 
easy consciousness; he the culprit of the previous night and doing his best to make 
amends; I the wronged party full of self-righteousness.  "Would you like a cup of tea 
before or after I bring in your bacon and sausage, Ken?" asked Bob from over the stove 
embedded in the sand near the boat.  "Before and after, please", I replied from inside my 
sleeping bag, cruelly adding "What no toast?!"  "It's a beautiful morning out here".  "Yes, 
but I think I'll have breakfast before I get up, thank you".  And so it went on until the 
debt had been repaid with just a little interest.  In the morning sun the harbour was 
idyllic being surrounded by impressive bastions of rock on which sea birds nested. We 
explored the area and came upon a natural tunnel which leads from the harbour, through 
the southern rock promontory to a secluded bay the other side.  We could not linger as 
the flood tide had reached the tunnel entrance which would soon be flooded.  A few 
people were about the harbour and a young man detached himself from his lady friend 
and struck up a conversation with us.  He was a sailing instructor in the Lake District 
and we found that we shared a few friends.  Isn't it a small world? As we talked about 
Wayfarers a portly gentleman approached us in a steadfast way which identified him as 
none other than the harbour master. 

"Look out" I knew I should have made an earlier effort to inform him of our arrival.  His 
initially official attitude melted away into pure charm as he perused over our ship-shape 
boat and the bucket neatly holding our breakfast litter.  Mr. Matthews became the most 
helpful of any harbour master that I have had the pleasure of meeting.  After a brew of 
tea all round we prepared to sail back round the Lizard since the wind was still westerly 
and we had, by now, realised the folly of continuously beating to windward: Bob had 
been complaining of his sore bottom from the never ending bucking of Jabber Zax as she 
slammed into the head seas.  The sailing instructor declined our offer to sail him round 
to Coverack and so knowing his experienced eye would be on us I decided to row out of 
the harbour rather than risk launching into the fickle wind in the harbour.  Outside the 
harbour walls we became part of the magnificent scenery of Mullion Cove and aware of 
many pairs of eyes fixed on our endeavours as we hoisted full sail.  To be honest, I did 
feel superior to those mere observers of life who were standing watching from the harbour 
wall: I felt as much part of the natural scene as the very sea itself, the granite cliffs and 
the birds wheeling in the blue sky overhead, belonging as part to the whole. 
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With such lofty sentiments, I waved to those we were leaving behind and then heard Bob 
exclaim "Can't get the centre board down". "Oh, No!" We lowered sail and rowed back 
into harbour with our tails between our legs.  "Stones in the centre board case" I shouted 
to the sailing instructor, "rather spoilt it all".  He smiled.  Mr. Matthews helped us to tip 
Jabber onto her bilge to remove the surprisingly small pebble from the centre board case, 
such a small object to bring a man down to earth.  With no further face left to lose we 
launched straight off the beach, out between the harbour walls and into the swell outside.  
The time was 11.50.  The north westerly force 3 wind made us tack between the 
confining cliffs of the cove and we were afforded wonderfully exciting rock-sea 
interactions as we delayed tacking far longer than necessary so that we could get close 
into the cliffs.  We goose-winged on towards the Lizard making 3 knots; the sun shone 
warmly and life was grand.  13.00 hrs found us two miles south of the Lizard and we 
changed course to 050 Mag which put us on a beam reach which, together with the 
favourable 1 knot tide, pushed our speed up to 5 knots.  At 14.15 we were off Coverack 
but decided the day was far too grand to end just then and decided to push on to Helford 
Passage and to renew old friendships there.  Manacle Buoy was passed at 15.00 hrs and 
the sky to the north was taking on a darker, more sinister mood.  "Ay,Ay".  The wind 
continued to come from the north west but was increasing in strength and we were now 
sailing at 6 knots.  Shorts were replaced by longs and tee-shirts by sweaters.  Helford 
River could be seen at 15.00 hours and after a short pow-wow we continued planing on 
eastward towards Dodman Point.  As we sailed across Falmouth Bay we could see a large 
mass of storm clouds approaching our course from the north.  The wind had increased to 
force 6 and with full sail set and planing on a broad reach we believed we could probably 
outsail the worst of the storm.  The sky and sea' darkened while Jabber leaped along the 
surface with a roaring bow wave and a sizzling wake;  progress was wild and the tiller 
heavy in Bob's hand.  Our eyes were alternately transfixed by Dodman Point ahead and 
the approaching malevolent black cloud mass to the north from which heavy rain poured 
down onto the sea.  Fortunately, we were caught only by the perimeter of the storm which 
gave us a refreshing dowsing and a kick up the stern for our cheek.  To the east the sun 
was lighting up the sea and creating a rainbow which lived for an eternal 5 minutes.  We 
sang Welsh arias, the only way in which two Welshmen can respond to the release of 
tension amongst such mystical surroundings, and watched the storm blow over steadily 
south-wards.  As we rounded Dodman Point at 17.00 we realised we had averaged over 7 
knots from the Manacles but then the wind began to drop steadily and we continued to 
sail more sedately past Goran Haven and the beautiful sloping fields around Porthnellon 
and then, finally, into Mevagissey Harbour, at 18.45 hrs.  With Jabber Zax moored 
alongside the outer harbour wall we stepped ashore to stretch our legs around this 
picturesque harbour.  Bob was particularly pleased to get his weight off his sore bottom 
about which he was increasingly complaining.  In the evening we dined at the local fish 
and chip shop and later imbibed ale in the company of a crew who had just returned 
from cruising the Scilly Isles and their talk enthused us to visit those islands the 
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following year. 

I awoke on the morning of the 9th to be immediately confronted with the most horrible 
spectacle which will haunt me for the rest of my cruising days ; not 3 feet away from my 
blinking and sleep filled eyes was my crew's bright red and sore looking posterior as he 
leaned forward out of his sleeping bag over the thwart while reaching for his underpants 
up forward. "Ugh!  Ahh!  You're like a monkey on heat! " I screamed and quickly 
huddled my head back into my bag in horror.  The day was one of brilliant sunshine and 
after breakfast we both felt the need of a few hours alone.  Bob bought a sailing magazine 
and fantasised about a 50 foot ketch with padded seats while I walked over the hill to 
Porthnellon.  On the return walk, who should I come face to face with but Big Boots. "By 
the way" I said "the waves were 18 feet high".  How could he deny it? 

At 13.30 we set sail for Fowey in a light easterly breeze and decided that this was a day 
to be savoured like an expensive wine, slowly and appreciatively: no bashing ahead in 
the shortest possible time as in a beer drinking contest. Bob trailed a spinner and in no 
time had a garfish aboard and then a mackerel. He didn't like the look of the green,slimy 
garfish and it was put back into the sea to live to recount to its grandfish of its ordeal and 
to explain to them how lucky they are to be green and slimy despite what all the other 
fish say about them at school.  We caught up on a 2 1/2 ton East Coaster called 'Water 
Witch' and sailed together for a while and talked with the crew, Sally and Gavin, who 
were making for Looe Island.  We photographed each others boat and exchanged 
addresses so as to post the photographs on: it is a rare opportunity to get a photograph of 
one's own, boat while cruising.  We bade farewell and headed inland towards Fowey 
feeling a little lonely and realised that we had seen no seals during the whole of our 
cruise.  The entrance to the River Fowey is majestic with the rock ramparts guarding 
both sides and the river ahead twisting at first to the right and to the left enticing one 
forward.  With Jabber moored at the wall we stepped ashore at Fowey at 16.30. 

Even in September Fowey is a busy place with droves of traffic snaking along the narrow 
twisting street and to get away from all that we climbed some very narrow and steep stone 
steps which took us to a quiet lane contouring round high above the village.  Curiosity 
led us along the lane until, when rounding a corner we came upon what I first took to be 
a corpse, the lifeless figure of a man lying face down in a pool of blood and his eyes 
staringly open.  As I knelt to feel for a pulse the corpse bellowed "Come on then, get me 
up will you!"  I confess that my heart missed a beat at this retort.  The haemorrhage had 
stopped but as he was unable to move his legs we arranged an ambulance and his 
admission to hospital. The Hippocratic Oath prevents me from divulging the interesting 
medical details, but suffice it to say that after a short hospital stay he returned to good 
health. 

Despite the recency of this gory experience we ate, that evening, rare steak and red wine, 
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we're such insensitive animals when our bellies are involved. We chose the King of 
Prussia for our 'usual' that night and the landlady, Mrs. McKenzie told us that it was her 
uncle whom we helped a few hours before. The arms of the local hospitality spread about 
us and insured we had a night at the pubs which we shall never forget.  A word of 
warning for any sailor who may venture into the King of Prussia wearing that hallmark of 
the yachtsman, yellow rubber boots.  Mrs. McKenzie has on the bar a miniature pair of 
such boots and as the unsuspecting yachtsman enters the crowded room McKenzie holds 
up the miniature pair and cries "What are they?". "Yellow Wellies" shout the mass of 
locals in union.  This local sport is great fun even for the latest victim as he sits red faced 
hiding the offensive objects under his table and waits for the next yellow footed sailor to 
step through the door and into hell. 

Saturday 10th was to be our last sailing day and the weather Gods did not fail us: the sun 
shone hotly and a light breeze came down the river.  I was to get to Falmouth in the 
afternoon and retrieve the car and trailer, and this together with our late awakening and 
the light easterly wind, prevented us from sailing on to Looe as we had hoped.  We spent 
the morning sailing up and down the river until we moored at Polruan, across the river 
from Fowey, and lunched at the Lugger Inn.  Later that afternoon Bob was left to learn 
the art of single handed sailing while I hitch hiked to Falmouth.  I remember well the 
five different hitches I got because of the variety of my benefactors; a very animated 
young couple who knew all about McKenzie's 'yellow wellies'; a charming husband and 
wife and their young boy who talked unendingly of his love of cycling; a young parson 
who hoped, one day, to be able to afford a Wayfarer; a married couple with a kitten with 
painfully sharp claws; and an elderly lady whose life work was researching the history of 
bound-stones. I felt a moron for not knowing what bound-stones were. 

By the time I returned to Fowey, Bob had made friends with a couple living aboard a 
sloop who had wined and dined him while I had been inhaling dust and fumes along the 
Cornish highways. To wash away this dust we all retired to the King of Prussia which was 
vibrating to the singing of a crew of Chechoslovakian seamen.  It was also the occasion of 
Mrs. McKenzie’s daughter's 21st birthday party, to which we had been invited, and the 
guests were there in their 1950's theme fancy dress.  We were given scarves to put over 
our heads and were passed as pirates of the 1550's (what does a few hundred years 
matter between friends, anyway) and as the night raced on the two Welsh descendants of 
Captain Morgan merged into the blur of colour of the swinging fifties. 

As we drove home the following day we thought back over the previous six days and were 
well pleased with our holiday. The cruise may well have lacked the degree of mysticism 
which a Hebrides Cruise might have provided, but what it had possessed was a variety 
and a warmth of human relationships, and it is that for which we shall always remember 
with gratitude our Cornish Cruise. 


